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Physics of Leptoquarks
Leptoquarks (LQ) are predicted by many extensions of the Standard
Model: GUTs, Technicolor, Composite models.
 Hypothetical particles that carry both baryon and lepton numbers,
thus couple to a lepton-quark pair. They carry fractional electric
charge, color triplet, can be scalar* of vector particles.
 Experimental limits on lepton number violation, FCNC, and proton
decay favor three generations of LQs with no inter-generational
mixing.


Production and decay are
characterized by:
 LQ mass
 Branching ration to lq (β)
 LQ-l-q coupling (λ)



* only scalar LQ production considered here
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LQ Production at the LHC


At hadron colliders, LQs are
mainly pair-produced via gg
fusion and qq annihiliation


These dominant production mechanism are not very sensitive to λ, and
single LQ production becomes significant above the LQ mass range
probed with 2010 data (shown here).



Final state signatures (3 LQ generations: e, µ, τ)

Dilepton+jets

Lepton+jets+MET

MET+jets
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Searches for Pair Production of Scalar LQs
with the CMS Detector
At CMS, searches for 1st generation (eejj and eνjj) and 2nd generation (µµjj)
were performed and published on ~34 pb-1 of data from the 2010 LHC run
 Analysis strategy (heavy object, excess in ST, M(ll) and MT(ln) spectra):
 Single lepton Triggers (efficient and robust)
 Event Signature Preselection:
o High momentum final state objects (two or more isolate leptons,
two or more jets, or one isolated lepton, two or more jets and
larger transverse missing energy, MET).
o Lower threshold on M(ll), MT (lν) and ST
ST = pT (l1) + pT (l2 or MET) + pT (jet1) + pT (jet2)
 Backgrounds Estimate:
o Major sources: Z,W +jets and t anti-t production (shapes from MC,
normalization from data). Negligible multijet determined from data
 Final Selection:
o Optimization on M(ll), MT(lν) and ST
 No evidence of LQ, upper limit on cross-sections, lower limit on MLQ
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eejj: Preselection
Preselection:

Single or Double EM trigger (100%)
≥ 2 isolated electrons pT>30 GeV, |η|<2.5
≥ 2 jets pT>30 GeV, |η|<3.0
∆R(e,j)>0.7
M(ee)>50 GeV
ST = pT (e1) + pT (e2 ) + pT (j1) + pT (j2)>250 GeV
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µµjj: Preselection
Preselection:

Single Muon trigger (99%)
≥ 2 isolated muons pT>30 GeV, |η|<2.4
(≥ 1 with |η|<2.1)
≥ 2 jets pT>30 GeV, |η|<3.0
∆R(µ,µ)>0.3
M(µµ)>50 GeV
ST = pT (µ1) + pT (µ2 ) + pT (j1) + pT (j2)>250 GeV
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Background Estimates (eejj and µµjj)

Z+jets determined from MC, but rescaled by data/MC at the Z peak at preselection
(1.20±0.14 for eejj, 1.28±0.14 for µµjj). Normalization uncertainty from (statistically
dominated) uncertainty on the ratio, shape uncertainty from comparing MC with
different renormalization and factorization scales and matching thresholds.
 t anti-t normalization and uncertainty based on a CMS cross-section measurement
 VV+jets determined from MC (neglible)
 QCD Multijet determined from data control samples (negligible).
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eejj: Final Selection




M(ee)>125 GeV to reduce Z+jets, ST optimized for different MLQ (see Table)

Good Data/SM Background Agreement. In absence of an excess we set a limit
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µµjj: Final Selection




M(µµ)>115 GeV to reduce Z+jets, ST optimized for different MLQ (see Table)

Good Data/SM Background Agreement. In absence of an excess we set a limit
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Upper limits on BR x Cross-Section (eejj and µµjj)
In absence of an excess of data above predictions, we use a Bayesian method to set
an upper limit on the production cross-section times the branching ratio for a pair of LQs

LQ1(eejj)

Limits on the mass of a scalar LQ1(LQ2): 384 GeV (394 GeV) for β=1

Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 201802 (2011), Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 201803 (2011)
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eνjj: Preselection
Preselection:

Single EM trigger
1 isolated electrons pT>35 GeV, |η|<2.2
≥ 2 jets pT>30 GeV, |η|<3.0
MET > 45 GeV
∆R(e,j)>0.7
Muon veto
|ΔΦ(MET,e)| > 0.8 and |ΔΦ(MET,j1)| > 0.5
ST = pT (e) + pT (MET) + pT (j1) + pT (j2)>250 GeV
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Background Estimates (eνjj)

W+jets determined from MC, but rescaled by data/MC in 50 < MT(eν) < 110 GeV
Normalization uncertainty from (statistically dominated) uncertainty on the ratio,
shape uncertainty from comparing MC with different renormalization and
factorization scales and matching thresholds.
 t anti-t uncertainty based on a CMS cross-section measurement
No rescaling needed. Shape uncertainty determined from MC
 QCD Multijet determined from data control sample.
 Other sources of background negligible
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eνjj: Final Selection




MT(eν)>125 GeV, min(pT(e),MET) > 85 GeV , ST optimized for different MLQ (see Table)

Good Data/SM Background Agreement. In absence of an excess we set a limit
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Combined limits (eejj and eνjj)
The searches in the eνjj and eejj channels can be combined to
extend the parameter
space probed.
The limit on the mass of a
scalar LQ1 for β=0.5
Is then set at 340 GeV

Submitted to Physics Letters B
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Conclusions
Searches for pair production of 1st and 2nd generation scalar leptoquarks
have been performed at CMS in the final states with:
 two charged leptons, two jets
 one charged lepton (electron), missing transverse energy, two jets
 the 2010 full statistics
 In the absence of a signal we exclude:
 1st generation LQ with masses below 384 GeV (β=1)
 2nd generation LQ with masses below 394 GeV (β=1)
 1st generation LQ with masses below 340 GeV (β=0.5)
 The β=1 results were the most stringent limits at the time of publication
 The β=0.5 and β=1 results have been combined and have been submitted
for publication
 Analysis of the 2011 data is ongoing.
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Backup
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Other experiments LQ results

Submitted to PRD-RC

ATLAS (Submitted to PRD):
MLQ<376(319) 1st gen
MLQ<422(362) 2nd gen

H1 (Submitted to PLB):
MLQ<800 1st gen with λ=0.3
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